2017 Wharton Olympics – Tennis

2:00pm – Hamlin Tennis Courts

Rules:
• 6 Participants (3 Men & 3 Women - 4 singles and 1 mixed doubles team per cluster)
• You must provide your own equipment (we provide balls)
• Games will be self-officiated. Match is best of 7 games.

Schedule: (Matches are concurrent and as follows) –

1st Matches
• Men Cluster 1A vs. Men Cluster 3A (Court 7)
• Men Cluster 1B vs. Men Cluster 3B (Court 8)
• Women Cluster 2A vs. Women Cluster 4A (Court 9)
• Women Cluster 2B vs. Women Cluster 4B (Court 10)
• Mixed Cluster 1 vs. Mixed Cluster 3 (Court 11)
• Mixed Cluster 2 vs. Mixed Cluster 4 (Court 12)
• Men Cluster 2A vs. Men Cluster 4A (First Open Court)
• Men Cluster 2B vs. Men Cluster 4B (Second Open Court)
• Women Cluster 1A vs. Women Cluster 3A (Third Open Court)
• Women Cluster 1B vs. Women Cluster 3B (Fourth Open Court)

2nd Matches (Medal Round)
• Winners of Men “A” (Court 7) / Losers of Men “A” (Court 8)
• Winners of Women “A” (Court 9) / Losers of Women “A” (Court 10)
• Winners of Mixed (Court 11) / Losers of Mixed (Court 12)
• Winners of Men “B” (1st Open Court) / Losers of Men “B” (2nd Open Court)
• Winners of Women “B” (3rd Open Court) / Losers of Women “B” (4th Open Court)
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